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Abstract
The context-specificity of the research field of American Political Development (APD) 
can make it an especially fertile ground for empirical assessment of causal explanations 
of politics using observational data. Despite an ongoing—though diminishing—quanti-
tative–qualitative divide in political science scholarship, notable agreement has emerged 
across that divide on the imperative for “rich theories” with multiple implications in the 
assessment of causal arguments when experimentation is impossible. Drawing on the 
underlying logic of that agreement, I consider how and why APD can both benefit from 
and add value to the use of design-based quantitative approaches developed within the 
potential-outcomes framework for causal inference. Among the central considerations are 
the possible limits on direct assessment of historical macro-level causal hypotheses and 
the imperative for multi-level and context-specific theorizing to enable empirical analyses. 
Also considered is the value of rigorous qualitative work to justify assumptions and meas-
urement strategies in quantitative causal inference analyses. Illustrations of the advocated 
multiple-implication, multiple-method approach are drawn from my previous work on the 
development of woman suffrage in the United States. That integrative approach suggests 
the benefit of continued development of broader toolkits for explanation of complex, con-
tingent, and endogenous political processes.
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1  What do we want to know and why do we want to know it?

How do we know what forged the shape of the American political system? And why do 
we want to know that? One answer to the latter question has been the argument that what 
we want to know inherently is about democratization (King and Lieberman 2009). How 
has the American state developed its capacity for accountable, democratic governance? 
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How has it lost ground? What political conditions open opportunities for expanded rights 
for people subject to American governance and what conditions encourage retrenchment? 
How do conditions translate into outcomes? What choices must political actors make to 
realize opportunities or resist losses? How do past political choices constrain the possi-
bilities? To answer those questions is to gain insight into what makes democratic preserva-
tion or democratic expansion more possible at any particular moment—to be able to speak 
not only to central tendencies of systems but also to peculiar circumstances of specific 
times and places. That is, crucial causal inferences for American political development are 
not merely about “factors” influencing “outcomes” in political history, but about how and 
when political actors can press to create a more democratic American state—and how and 
when political actors are to be expected to roll back American democracy.

It would seem almost obvious that such explanatory and analytical goals within Ameri-
can political development are best served by an approach to inference that takes theories 
of the politically particular—namely, particular institutions—and the unfolding of politics 
over time seriously as sources of the critical constraints and incentives that define Ameri-
can democracy’s potential. Perhaps less obvious is the need for a combination of multiple 
approaches within APD—including political economy, behaviorism, and historical insti-
tutionalism—to enable scholars “to combine multiple mechanisms of institutional dynam-
ics through a multilevel analysis of APD”, as Sheingate (2014, p. 473) stated aptly. Nota-
bly, I argue, the literature needs such theoretical tools in order to differentiate incentives to 
take some political action (when do status quo actors need to “do something new”) from 
incentives and capacity to deliver [true] policy or institutional change. Moreover, more 
multi-level theorizing promises to make better sense of findings that the same sociopo-
litical factor can precipitate (perhaps cause) both democratic and anti-democratic develop-
ments. “War” might “cause” both an extension of the franchise and retrenchment of civil 
liberty protections—in the sense that without the systemic shock of war, the incentives 
for both would have been missing. But explaining how, when, and for whom war brings 
broader democratic rights requires far more theoretical detail about whose incentives and 
constraints are changed by it. In other words, that sort of theorizing, I argue, helps the 
field to make more sense of what Mettler (2009, p. 238) called a “’bipolar’ tendency” for 
political changes and reforms to produce both democratizing and retrenching results. Thus, 
particularly fruitful approaches to causal inference about American democratization and 
retrenchment will be ones that enable assessment of multiple theoretical predictions at 
multiple levels.

In some ways, newer methodological clarity about causal inference tools for observa-
tional data would seem to be of greatest interest for the APD scholar. One cannot experi-
ment upon the past, after all—thus the “gold standard” of experimentation for causal infer-
ence is off the table. In its stead has been offered an ever-larger set of tools for assessing 
causal claims with observational data under the umbrella of the potential-outcomes frame-
work. That framework proposes a model of causal effects that conceives of causal infer-
ence as essentially a missing data problem, wherein each unit under study has a potential 
outcome it would exhibit if given a “treatment”—that is, exposed to or in receipt of some 
causal factor—and a potential outcome it would exhibit without it. The difference between 
those two potential outcomes is the causal effect. But since we never can observe a unit 
simultaneously both receiving the treatment and not, we can’t observe the causal effect. 
Tools to estimate the effect are ones that use research design elements to justify compari-
sons of treated and not-treated units as valid estimates, including the regression discontinu-
ity design, the difference-in-differences and difference-in-difference-in-differences designs, 
and instrumental variables approaches. A large and ever-growing methodological literature 
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on these potential outcomes framework tools for causal inference has provided a solid 
foundation for understanding the conditions under which they provide valid estimates of 
the causal effect estimand, and their use in political science has grown with that expanding 
clarity (see Franzese 2019).

To be sure, the methodological clarity has offered and still holds larger potential ben-
efits. Like many innovations, however, focusing on inference about counterfactual causes 
also offers new challenges. Scholars face the tasks of learning to use the new tools most 
effectively and of evaluating what substantive questions of politics are fruitful grounds for 
what new tools. Just as important as having empirical tools, however, is discerning whether 
the empirical questions the tools can answer are the questions that actually help resolve 
fundamental debates about how politics works. Are the questions we seek to answer those 
addressed by the abstracted counterfactual comparisons that potential-outcomes framework 
tools produce, or are we inherently interested in questions of context-dependence and effect 
heterogeneity to which that toolkit still struggles to speak clearly enough? Moreover, just 
as with experimentation, the promise of a tool generally does not mean that scholars using 
the tool will use it well. Just as one can design a poor experiment—one that fails to isolate 
competing causal factors from each other in the treatment or involves too few subjects to 
produce treatment effect estimates with sufficient certainty—one can apply observational 
causal inference tools poorly. And, in fact, applications to history seem particularly vulner-
able to such use, most notably for reasons of measurement error (random error amplifying 
uncertainty and systematic error inducing bias) that loom large in the extraction of quanti-
tative measures from what happens to have been left behind in the historical record. That is 
especially concerning where the power structure we are attempting to understand may be 
just as responsible for deciding what was recorded and preserved as it was for making the 
decisions we wish to model.

With the foregoing concern in mind, and echoing Karch (2016), I argue for even more 
attentive engagement with the idea of “states as laboratories of democracy” in both meth-
odological and substantive terms. As Karch articulated very clearly:

the states’ combination of fundamental similarity and manageable variation makes 
them especially well suited for evaluating causal arguments. Such hypothesis test-
ing can be accomplished through carefully selected, in-depth case studies of a small 
number of states (Amenta et al. 1987), quantitative analyses of state-level data (Sch-
eve and Stasavage 2006), and mixed-method research designs that leverage the con-
siderable strengths of each of these approaches (Karch 2013; McConnaughy 2013).

One particular consideration is of how and when states as individual case studies and cases 
in comparative studies may not only be useful inferentially, but imperative given the per-
ils of common measurement strategies in historical research. Treating states as units of 
analysis as well units that constrain analysis can help address concerns of measurement 
error that is systematic across but not within states and also can help researchers lever-
age qualitative data that meaningfully justifies quantitative proxy measurements. Another 
is that while APD currently makes very clear substantive assertions about the essential role 
of time, it is less coherent in its central claims about the essentialness of political space. 
If a central claim of APD is that time must be attended to because what has come before 
constrains or differentially incentivizes what can and will come ahead, then political space 
ought to matter just as much. By the same logic that holds time as of the essence, what 
the specific democratization or retrenchment potential is within a particular subnational 
unit (state, territory, city) ought to depend on its own institutional arrangements and politi-
cal history, and the national political story ought to be constrained by the constellation of 
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conditions of the political units within it. While some excellent APD work makes the case 
for that argument (e.g., Mickey 2015; Johnson 2016; Karch and Rose 2017; Galvin, forth-
coming), it has yet to feature as prominently within the field.1

2  Multi‑level theory and causal inferences for American political 
development

In his review of the field, Sheingate (2014, p. 463) laid out multiple approaches to the 
study of institutional change within APD that he categorized as “grand narratives of polit-
ical development, middle-range accounts of institutions and policies, and the actions of 
individuals at the micro level who animate the institutions they inhabit,” and then high-
lighted work showing that “it is possible to combine multiple mechanisms of institutional 
dynamics through a multilevel analysis of APD.” Agreeing with Sheingate’s argument that 
“it is helpful to differentiate and clarify [institutional change] concepts like intercurrence, 
feedback effects, layering, and entrepreneurship according to the underlying mechanisms 
at work that produce durable features of an institution or changes in its character”, I push 
further on the idea that such integration of underlying mechanisms for models of insti-
tutional change is what enables useful causal inferences. Those institutional change con-
cepts have their own utility in directing the formation of arguments about key elements 
of institutional constellations that provide specific shape to the incentives and constraints 
of political actors. We can nest general models of politics within those arguments of spe-
cific constraints—models that invoke general arguments about the incentives of parties or 
legislators or individual voters. In that way, we can resolve perceived conflicts between 
APD and the “general model” imperative of much political economy and political behavior 
scholarship and expand the observable implications of our causal arguments.2

The imperative to increase observable implications to facilitate confidence in causal 
inferences is an insight that has emerged across several schools of thought on empirical 
research. Cochran (1965, p. 252) recalled of Sir Ronald Fisher, one of the statisticians who 
laid the foundation for inference from experiments, that “when asked in a meeting what 
can be done in observational studies to clarify the step from association to causation, Sir 
Ronald Fisher replied: ‘Make your theories elaborate’. The reply puzzled me at first, since 
by Occam’s razor the advice usually given is to make theories as simple as is consistent 
with the known data. What Sir Ronald meant, as the subsequent discussion showed, was 
that when constructing a causal hypothesis one should envisage as many different conse-
quences of its truth as possible, and plan observational studies to discover whether each of 
these consequences is found to hold.”3 On the same page, Cochran went on to advise that 
elaborations of alternative explanations for the relationships between potential causes and 

1 In his plea for a more comparatively oriented APD (“ABCD”), Lieberman (2018) captures the field’s 
national-level focus thusly: “Many, if not most, works in the APD tradition come down to arguments about 
specific national configurations of political institutions, ideas, or culture—that generally leave unspoken the 
counterfactual speculation that were the prevailing institutions (or ideas or cultural formations) different, 
the outcomes would have been different as well.”
2 In many ways the argument is similar to the one offered by Jacobs and Soss (2010, p. 342) about develop-
ing a more robustly useful American political economy approach, which they argue should resist the “false 
choice implied by oppositional views of general theory and particularistic empirical inquiry.”
3 The exchange also was highlighted by Rosenbaum (2010) in his own treatise Design of Observational 
Studies.
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outcomes of interest was central to the observational-causal-inference enterprise as “the 
task of deciding between alternative hypotheses is made easier, since they may agree in 
predicting some consequences but will differ in others.” Fact-pattern divergence was where 
leverage on “which causal explanation is right” was to be found.4 Campbell and Stanley’s 
(1966, p. 36) classic Experimental and Quasi-Experimental Designs for Research made 
a similar case: “varying degrees of ‘confirmation’ are conferred upon a theory through 
the number of plausible rival hypotheses available to account for the data. The fewer such 
plausible rival hypotheses remaining, the greater the degree of ‘confirmation.’” Bennett 
et  al. (2019, p. 2) state similarly about the qualitative method of process-tracing that it 
“identifies and assesses alternative explanations, to show how the argument proposed 
builds on previous approaches and/or provides a better explanation than rival hypotheses.”5 
In other words, rather broad, foundational agreement actually exists on the basic idea that 
when random assignment of the causal factor of interest cannot provide the basis of infer-
ence, causal theory and consideration of alternative hypotheses and rival explanations must 
play a more active role. My claim is that multi-level theorizing is one approach that APD 
scholars can take to advance further those empirical imperatives. Rich theories of specific 
institutional changes are those that tell us not just what caused a development, but also why 
it did so; the more levels of analysis we engage as we explain why, the more observable 
implications we might find to assess. And the more willing we are to integrate insight from 
“general theories” of the constituent moving pieces in our causal explanations, the more 
specificity we may be able to offer about those implications and how they diverge from the 
implications of plausible alternatives.

That was my approach in The Woman Suffrage Movement in America: A Reassessment 
(McConnaughy 2013, p. 4): “To offer an explanation of the states’ treatment of the issue of 
women’s voting rights will involve addressing the fundamental question about democratic 
development at the heart of the woman suffrage story: why would politicians ever decide 
to expand the electorate to which they are accountable?” The existing work on woman 
suffrage, I noted, was replete with “factors” thought to have “caused” woman suffrage—
changing gender ideologies, suffrage organizational capacity and/or tactics, the disabling 
of opposing forces (such as the liquor industry through temperance and prohibition policy), 
“unsettled” party politics, and more—but lacked a basic sense of “the mechanism by which 
influence changed the minds of some lawmakers—and not others” (McConnaughy 2013, 
p. 8). By locating the mechanism for the institutional change of interest within the spe-
cific context of state lawmakers, I was able to use existing theories of legislative process 
and party behavior to delineate how their interests in and capacity for institutional change 
defined potential models of suffrage extension.

4 Rosenbaum (1984, pp. 42–43) interpreted Fisher’s advice to imply that “[w]hen estimating causal effects 
from an observational study, it is important to specify the causal mechanism as completely as current sci-
entific knowledge will permit and to check whether the data from the current observational study contradict 
the causal mechanism”, where a “causal mechanism is a scientific theory describing aspects of the various 
biological, chemical, physical, or social processes by which the treatment produces its effects.” Although 
that formulation of Fisher’s advice is useful, it likewise can be construed as too narrow in its focus on 
implications for the central treatment-outcome estimation and lesser development of implications for other 
fact-patterns implied by the theory if it holds.
5 On “process-tracing” as a multiple-implications approach to causal inference developed for qualitative 
research, see also Mahoney (2010) and Collier (2011). On the complementarity of qualitative process trac-
ing and quantitative causal inference analysis, see also Morgan (2016).
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Notably, a common model I termed strategic enfranchisement—where partisans fac-
ing competition seek to enfranchise new voters they expect to tip elections further in their 
favor—which has political science roots in Key’s (1958) logic that “if competition for 
power prevails, invariably some of those within the privileged circle will hope for allies 
by the admission of their friends from without” emerged as seemingly less promising once 
the relevant political institutions were built in.6 Changing suffrage qualifications to include 
new groups even at the US state level involves the clearing of particularly onerous poli-
cymaking hurdles—legislative supermajorities, multiple bill submissions, public referen-
dums—that parties threatened electorally aren’t likely to surmount. Nonetheless, the model 
so developed usefully provides a range of fact-pattern implications across levels of analy-
sis. If enfranchisement is caused by the (costly) pursuit of partisan gain from the votes of 
the new voters, partisans should have credible information that the would-be voters are 
indeed their likely allies—and likely actually to turn out to vote for them. Legislative votes 
should split on party lines. The benefiting party organization should allocate resources to 
“whip” votes if necessary and to deliver public votes on enabling referendums. The (alleg-
edly) benefiting party should neither schedule a referendum without sufficient lead time 
for a public mobilization campaign, nor position it alongside another ballot issue likely to 
differentially turn out opponents. Referendum votes should hew closely to recent partisan 
electoral patterns. Giving Key’s competition logic micro-foundations built with sufficient 
institutional detail thereby added greatly to the capacity to assess whether competition 
causes suffrage extension by motivating a party to redefine the electorate to include new 
party-boosting voters.

Given the gain in empirical leverage when our theoretical development is sufficient to 
make divergent fact-pattern predictions for alternative explanations, my assessment of the 
strategic enfranchisement model was not performed in isolation, but in tandem with offer-
ing and assessing an alternative I termed the programmatic enfranchisement model. The 
programmatic model was derived with the same basic assumptions about party goals and 
legislative process constraints, but modified the source of incentive. Instead of assuming 
that suffrage extension should be a search for new voters, I asked if, when, and how exist-
ing voters could provide the franchise expansion incentive. If new voters are not expected 
to offer narrow partisan advantage, existing voters would need to provide the electoral 
incentive for legislative action. Well-organized electoral groups send the clearest electoral 
signals. Those signals are influential for the electorally threatened politician and his party. 
Thus, the programmatic enfranchisement model also predicted that electoral competition 
would be key; the macro-level prediction did not offer much causal inferential leverage 
because it could not readily distinguish between the competing models. But the program-
matic model did make a range of divergent predictions at other levels of analysis. Partisan 
expectations of the to-be enfranchised should be diffuse or unclear. Organized groups of 
existing voters should be making credible demands. Legislative votes should be structured 
by the presence of those voters in districts when they did so. Legislative votes need not be 
party-line votes if the parties were competing over the group demanding policy change—
unlike the strategic enfranchisement model, electorally threatened super-majorities were 
not required.

The point here is that my central motivating research question—why did woman suf-
frage emerge as policy when and where it did—is not so different from many “big 

6 See similar logics to Key’s in, e.g., Collier (1999), Lizzeri and Perisco (2004), Llavador and Oxoby 
(2005), Conley and Temimi (2001), and Teele (2018).
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questions” within APD. My central claim certainly is causal: that coalitional pressure 
from existing voters in times of electoral competition caused policy acquiescence. But my 
potential leverage on causality comes not simply from whether or not I can establish an 
identification strategy for a large-n analysis of woman suffrage policy provision predicted 
by “level of coalition pressure” x “level of competition”, but from my capacity to find 
opportunities to test, as rigorously as possible, the multiple implications of the underly-
ing model. My central causal claim need not—ideally should not—be my only causal pro-
cess hypothesis. APD need not struggle against a rigorous, counterfactually driven causal 
inference approach, but neither does it need to be constrained by it. More integration of 
general theory of political mechanism elements into historically constrained specifications 
or manifestations of those models can illuminate spaces for potential outcomes logics and 
opportunities to use potential-outcome framework tools within accounts of systemic, his-
torically contingent change.

3  Taking time seriously: the leverage of ordering and interventions

A number of APD scholars have made their own forceful arguments for both the neces-
sity and utility of attending to the temporal nature of political development. They include 
Pierson’s (2000, 2011) articulation of path dependence and associated work that developed 
the ideas of policy feedback loops (e.g., Campbell 2005; Mettler 2005) as well as the cen-
tral idea of displacement, namely that what is adopted newly not only means replacement 
of a piece of a pre-existing order, but pushes changes into what remains—perhaps slowly—
in patterns of conversion (Thelen 2004), layering (Schickler 2001), or intercurrence (Law 
2010). The charge of APD, in a fundamental way, is to illuminate the unfolding of change 
potential, not simply moments of realized breaks. That requirement in particular suggests 
a break from the potential-outcome framework—if we want to shed light on something 
more than “just outcomes”, then the toolkit needs to encompass more. That imperative has 
made time- and risk-based models, like event history or survival models, tools that enabled 
more appropriate and useful quantitative analysis in APD research (e.g., Carpenter 2004; 
Pierson 2011).7 Leveraging the ordering of developments, events, and interventions located 
at specific time junctures may supply more leverage on causal inference, regarding both 
the multiple implications of rich theory and offering opportunities for employing potential-
outcomes framework types of analysis.

In the practice of research, what might that look like? I provide in Fig. 1 a visualiza-
tion of the archival work I did to establish a timeline of the relevant acts of key players 
in woman suffrage politics in the State of Michigan. Theory is the guide to which to look 
for evidence on in the archives: legislators, party leaders, suffrage organizations, and other 
organized interest groups taking up the suffrage issue. The main charge is to identify when 
and how each actually engaged the issue, which helps shed light on the change potential 
in the state over time, as well as on a central APD observation of the process of institu-
tional change—it is both glacial and quick in time-scale. While woman suffrage appeared 
as a legitimate institutional change to consider in the mid-nineteenth century, two decades 
passed before women in the state formally organized around that idea, a quarter-century 
until any form of the idea passed a legislative vote, well-over 50 years until an organized 

7 On distinguishing these long-time-horizon change processes empirically, see Rocco and Thurston (2014).
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group of existing voters took an interest in the cause, and nearly 70 years until state voter 
qualifications were rewritten to exclude a sex-based criterion. (Even more time, of course, 
would pass before women became integrated fully into the electorate and women still 
remain less than fully integrated into party structures and public office-holding.) But within 
that long timeline also are markers of contestation dynamics—periods of consistent recon-
sideration punctuating long times of “nothing”—stretches of stability against moments of 
dynamic change potential. An APD approach encourages consideration of the entire time-
line, not just a snap-shotted moment of transition.

A useful first cut is to ask what the timeline says straightforwardly. Is mobilization of 
the target group to be admitted to the electorate required for legislators to consider it? 
Clearly not—the timeline shows multiple legislative considerations far earlier than any 
organization made demands for it. Is mobilization of the target group necessary for leg-
islative passage of the proposals? Maybe so; passage does not occur until after the first 
suffrage organization is established in the state. Are coalition partners with the electoral 
leverage of existing voters necessary for the actual adoption of woman suffrage? Maybe so; 
adoption does not occur until after the farmer organization, the Grange, takes up the issue. 
Enactment of full woman suffrage does not come until after the Michigan Federation of 
Labor indicates its support and the Grange develops a woman suffrage political work plan.

Figure 1 also suggests a uniquely promising opportunity for causal inference: compari-
sons of legislative behavior pre- and post-Grange intervention. Not only does the time-
line locate Grange intervention clearly between successive legislative votes, it provides 
an explicit within-subjects—or fixed-effects—design for the analysis: the same legislators 
who voted down a suffrage measure in 1911 were called back into special session by the 
governor months later and charged with reconsidering the very same suffrage bill. In the 
interim, Michigan’s Grange organization mounted a new, concerted lobbying campaign. 

Fig. 1  Suffrage politics over time
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Thus, we observe the same legislators’ votes first under control (no Grange lobbying) and 
then under treatment (Grange lobbying). As can be seen in Fig. 2, 22 legislators voted dif-
ferently in the 1912 special session than they had in 1911—and all of the vote-switching 
was from nay to aye. Employing the multiple-implications logic of observational causal 
inferences, however, means pushing further into the theory for what fact patterns should be 
observed if Granger political influence—not simply some other common source of pro-suf-
frage preferences—motivated legislators. Two rather straightforward implications follow 
from the theoretical development of the programmatic enfranchisement model. First, since 
the theory argued that the mechanism for legislator behavior was expected electoral cost or 
benefit from the demanding constituency group, that group’s presence in legislators’ dis-
tricts—the relative presence of farming interests in a district—should structure votes after 
Grange endorsement, in a way it did not before. That implies a comparison of 1911 leg-
islators to a baseline; another vote on suffrage in 1909 provides just such a baseline com-
parison. Second, for the same electoral consideration reasons, conversion from no to yes 
votes should occur among legislators facing more farmers’ interest votes in their districts. 
Figure 2 shows that both of those expectations hold.8 

Fig. 2  Suffrage politics within subjects

8 Integration of the causal process/mechanism framework and the potential outcomes framework is quite 
similar to Pearl’s (1995, 2000) turn to the “front door criterion” within his causal-chain/directed acyclic 
graph (DAG) framework. In the Michigan case, the relationship between farming interests and vote-switch-
ing remains even when controlling for other potential confounders, including presence of liquor industry 
interests (known to be anti-woman suffrage after the suffrage movement became associated with the Wom-
en’s Christian Temperance Union). See McConnaughy (2013) for details.
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What the example just presented demonstrates is that potential-outcomes tools can be 
leveraged within an overall approach that still looks quite like a qualitative process-trac-
ing one. And such tandem usage—what might be called “mixed methods”—is mutually 
strengthening. A thorough search of archives of organizational records and activists’ pri-
vate correspondence is what identified the Grange lobbying event. The level of qualitative 
detail and knowledge of a specific case’s long-run history is what helps defend the fixed-
effects model’s assumption that Grange lobbying was, in the case at hand, an intervention 
capable of being construed as a treatment and, moreover, the only treatment newly experi-
enced across the time between outcome (vote) observations. And the use of the quantita-
tive tool is a uniquely rigorous way to assess the effect of the lobbying on the outcome of 
suffrage legislation.

4  Taking federalism seriously: the states as laboratories

To be sure, the field of APD does take seriously the implications of the structure of US fed-
eralism. As Robertson (2016, p. 345) argued, “American political development shows that 
federalism has been a principal weapon of partisan and institutional conflict in American 
history.” For the purposes of understanding democratization, the American federal system 
easily is cast as essential given the explicit powers reserved to the states to define the elec-
torate and control election administration. Furthermore, the general reservation of policing 
power to the states means that state control over citizen freedom is tied very tangibly to 
state-level power exercises and capacities (note that that reality is among the criticisms 
of work on the carceral state that centers policy at the federal level; see, e.g., Miller 2008; 
Campbell and Schoenfeld 2013). More broadly, however, the states are the providers of 
many of the government experiences that teach the governed about their relationships to 
government (Mettler 2002; Michener 2018; Soss and Weaver 2017).

When making the case for APD, Orren and Skowronek (2004, p. 3) celebrated that it 
“encouraged political science to move investigations close to the ground, to delve into the 
intricacies of political conflict and governmental operations in particular historical set-
tings”, but left more to say about the inferential value of that move. One under-articulated 
value is that a move “closer to the ground” in the states offers more opportunities to more 
closely approximate the inferential leverage of the experimental paradigm. The logic of 
the state as laboratory extends beyond the idea that states “innovate” and further into the 
conceptualization of causal factors as “treatments” and the results of their presence (versus 
absence) as “causal effects.” In the laboratory, the logic of control to rule out factors con-
founding clear causal inference applies—and random assignment of units to treatment is 
just one element thereof. Experimentalists (should) take pains to apply exact treatment and 
measurement protocols to each unit. As Kinder and Palfrey (1993, p. 7) explained in their 
classic plea for a more experimental political science:

Treatments are created in order to isolate precisely the causal factor (or factors) of 
interest. In the ideal experiment, treatments differ from one another in systematic and 
specified ways, so that the effect due to a particular causal factor can be separated 
from the effects due to competing and naturally correlated factors. Finally, observa-
tions are scheduled in order to reduce the likelihood that the measured effects are 
contaminated by other causes…the purpose and advantage of the experiment is to 
manufacture precise and telling comparisons.
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The purpose of state (or other sub-national) comparisons is to attempt as much as possible 
to provide similarly telling comparisons—and it implies a need for care about both treat-
ments and measurements, not simply searching for potential places to employ an observa-
tional causal inference tool (e.g., regression discontinuity, instrumental variable, or “natu-
ral experiment”).

Pretending that “treatments” are the same when they are not is not good science. Neither 
is leaving the inferential leverage of differences in treatments unexplored. That reasoning 
suggests a particular advantage for APD scholarship and its tendency “to move investiga-
tions close to the ground”: the collecting and consideration of sufficient detail about the 
causal factor(s) of interest fits neatly within that research approach. Consider, for example: 
are “Jim Crow laws” a “treatment” that might cause decline in black voter turnout, or are 
specific laws different “treatments”, some of which might reduce the economic resources 
that enable electoral participation and others that might disenfranchise some voters legally? 
Rather than abstracting away from state variation in “treatments”, the “states as labora-
tories” approach seeks to account for and exploit such variation to offer leverage on the 
necessity of particular arrangements for producing democratizing or retrenching incentives 
for political actors. State variation in paths to the same outcome likewise can rule out some 
factors as “necessary” or “general” causes (Mickey 2015; Karch, McConnaughy and The-
riault 2007).

Recall that the good experimentalist also takes great care in measurement and environ-
mental control over the lab. Translated into observational practice, those concerns require 
care in accounting for the processes that generated the measurements used in analysis as 
well as their conceptual match or coverage, and in accounting for the “contamination” of 
the “lab” with stimuli other than the treatment of interest. A state-focused scope can help 
to justify historical measurement strategies and modeling decisions that may not be equally 
defensible at the national level or even across states. Consider that when recording pro-
tocols used to generate the measures are defined by subnational authorities—such as in 
election returns or property tax assessments—important differences can arise. States with 
more administrative capacity, for example, can do a better job in ensuring data quality, but 
they also may offer stronger incentives for political manipulations. What is counted as what 
also may vary in systematic ways across subnational contexts—racial “passing” might be 
more difficult in the rural South than the urban North, so that who is counted as black or 
white varies systematically across regions. What proxy measures capture can vary simi-
larly. An example from my own work: in states in which farmers’ interest groups had been 
established in the nineteenth Century, using the number of farms per capita within districts 
could be defended as a proxy for their relative political strengths. Where farmers’ interest 
groups did not exist in any meaningful size, the same measure was not tapping the same 
concept.

5  Taking time and federalism seriously: capturing the political 
construction of information and policy feedback

One seeming source of resistance to a “general model” “causal theory testing” approach to 
APD scholarship is the anticipation of losing the literature’s careful attention to both time-
dependent specific constraints and the “big—and complex—picture.” So here I discuss 
the idea of seeing the complex and historical-time-dependent constraints, but navigating 
them with both historical facts and theoretical specificity as guidance. Figure 3 provides 
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the same timeline visualization of the woman suffrage issue in Michigan, but now overlain 
with a set of national developments (in red). To be sure, the picture has begun to look quite 
complex, but it certainly could have been even more so. Why map those developments 
rather than others? Again, the guidance comes from both theory and rich historical contex-
tual (qualitative observation-driven) knowledge.

One thing that my theoretical model specified was a crucial role to be played by law-
makers’ expectations of potential new voters. Expectations are not simply objective cir-
cumstances, but interpretations of circumstances’ meanings and inferences about the future 
based upon them. Understanding lawmakers’ expectations, then, required a reconstruction 
of the potential outcomes they foresaw. Doing so shifts to the realm of qualitative analysis, 
of interpretations of the historical record and reconstruction of the perspective of the actors 
creating it. From analysis of political actors’ public and private discourse on US women 
as a particular case of potential suffrage expansion came two important pieces of histori-
cal contextual knowledge that needed to be integrated. First, even in the policy’s earliest 
contemplations, expectations for women as voters were being worked out in contrast to 
blacks, who were understood as a group distinct and separate from white men, tied far 
more to each other and thus likely to support in unison the party that enabled their legal 
freedom. That women could not be thought of in the same group-defined way—as a group 
with sufficient social commonality with each other and distance from white men to define 
unified political goals—made them look particularly unpromising as a partisan group in 
the eyes of those white men controlling the policy process. Second, the same historical 
records revealed that one particular case of woman suffrage became a fixation for politi-
cians figuring out “what happens when you adopt woman suffrage in a [populated] state”—
the first state to adopt it by legislative enactment, Colorado. And the information feedback 
consistently was that nothing much had changed. Thus, APD concepts of policy feedback 

Fig. 3  Suffrage politics over time and within national context
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(here specified by fixation on “the first real case”) and “ideas and norms” (here gender 
contrasted to race) could feed into the general model argument that expectations of poten-
tial voters shape the potential for suffrage extensions. Such historical specificity in turn 
enabled more model expectations to be tested, such as whether race politics and “suffrage 
success” constrained the potential for woman suffrage campaigns that attempted to prom-
ise partisan benefit from them as new voters. And those insights in turn helped explain an 
important pattern in the Michigan timeline: a fairly active history of legislative contempla-
tion of woman suffrage that took a substantial pause after 1893. When the path of strategic 
enfranchisement was closed firmly with sufficient clarity in politicians’ expectations of the 
partisan meaning of women voters, a new coalitionally defined path needed to be opened to 
even attain legislative contemplation.

In a similar vein, it was theory that stipulated that the institutional capacity constraint 
of super-majority and/or referendum made voting rights particularly difficult policy change 
and advantaged status-quo actors. It is historical contextual knowledge that reveals the 
emergence of the suffragist innovation of pushing for “presidential suffrage”—which actu-
ally meant voting rights for any and all offices not defined by the state constitution, first 
in Illinois. Pursuing this form of woman suffrage policy was a tactical innovation of the 
organized suffrage movement, born exactly of the realization that super-majority and refer-
endum hurdles were key impediments to their success. Integrated into the “Winning Plan” 
proposed by Carrie Chapman Catt, president of the National American Woman Suffrage 
Association, “presidential suffrage” became a way for suffragists to pursue the momentum 
of policy change at the state level as political leverage in negotiations at the federal level 
for their ultimate aim of a national constitutional amendment (Van Voris 1996; Catt and 
Shuler 1926). Contextual knowledge then serves as a type of evidence for the theory’s gen-
eral claim of the importance of institutions as constraints on suffrage politics, but also as 
a source of potential explanation for the specific outcomes of Michigan’s woman suffrage 
politics. Where and when politicians were pressured sufficiently to act legislatively, but 
cross-pressured against the costs of doubling the electorate, they retained a safety-valve 
against enactment: pass a full suffrage measure that required a public referendum instead of 
the suffragists’ presidential suffrage solution.

This timeline thus embodies the opportunity of specificity for inferential leverage that 
is firmly within the purview of APD. Orren and Skowronek (2004, p. 19) argued that “the 
insistence on treating every state of affairs as in transition, a state, as it were, in the pro-
cess of becoming, sets APD’s understanding of politics apart.” The over-time-and -space 
dimensions here are consistent with the argument for such an understanding—they high-
light unfolding of the political potential for the suffrage cause rather than merely delineate 
a “moment of success” from the rest. The contingencies of moments in Michigan’s suffrage 
politics are defined simultaneously by what came before, next-to, and around. And yet the 
framework used to guide the analysis, to determine what details merited considered inclu-
sion was not so contingent.

What is more important, however, is that the analysis of the project extended beyond the 
single case of Michigan. The same long-run view was applied across a set of cases chosen 
explicitly for their potential to deviate from one another. Again, it was the general theo-
retical framework that enabled that approach. As I wrote, “these [five] states were chosen 
as a set in order to capture not only significant variation on the key explanatory factor—
the character and competitiveness of the partisan politics environment—but with atten-
tion to variation that would allow for investigation into the roles of state institutional and 
demographic differences in this partisan process” (McConnaughy 2013, p. 15). Mapping 
clearly the unique developments in each state did reveal “important nuances to the general 
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explanation of suffrage politics…. [C]ommonalities across the case studies, however, dem-
onstrated that indeed one framework can help us understand the suffrage story in mark-
edly different sociopolitical environments” (Ibid., p. 16). Specificity enabled tests within 
cases—tests of specific ways that particularistic conditions should shape specific political 
actions along the path within that case. Comparison across the cases enabled assessment 
of which elements were generalizable. In much the same way Kinder and Palfrey called for 
an experimental political science that takes seriously the isolation of mechanisms of causal 
effects by careful variation of treatments, APD calls for and benefits from a methodologi-
cal approach that questions exactly what moves politics along a path toward or away from 
a potential outcome. And like the experimentalist tasked with replication to assess which 
elements reliably produce the effect across contexts, so can APD task itself with searches 
for opportunities to assess the potential of the same mechanisms across contexts. In both 
realms our aim should be for assessments of just how context-dependent identified causal 
relationships are, rather than relying on unchecked assumptions about generalizability.

6  On the methodological horizon: the development of causal 
inference designs as tools in an expanding toolkit

As Rubin (2005, p. 322) articulated, in the potential outcomes framework “[c]ausal 
effects are defined as comparisons of potential outcomes under different treatments on 
a common set of units.” In one way, that definition can be reassuring to the project of 
APD—it implies that potential-outcomes causal inference analysis will embrace speci-
ficity and limit inferences to units that truly are comparable to each other. APD is well-
placed to make strong arguments about which political units truly are comparable and 
why; depth of knowledge about similarities and differences comes with engagement 
with historical detail. Moreover, APD scholarship is positioned to map the framework 
onto questions of political development accurately by its capacity to specify the range 
of treatments that need to be compared. Consider the idea of specifying the “American 
Civil War” as a cause or “treatment” of interest. The potential outcomes framework says 
that we estimate the effect by comparing what would happen if the US political system 
endured the Civil War and what would happen if it did not. But the range of potential 
treatments we need to assess simply is not “Civil War as it occurred” and “no war”, but 
more likely a broader range of “treatments” that plausibly could have replaced the Civil 
War in the timeline of US history. An APD approach can help define whether those 
potential treatments ought to include “political settlement”, “unchallenged secession”, 
“a shorter and less bloody war”, or other counterfactuals. In other words, the questions 
of APD, of “what was possible at this particular historical juncture”, do invoke ques-
tions of plausible counterfactual “treatments”, not just potential outcomes of a single 
“treatment” and “control”.9 The reality, however, may be that the clarity APD brings 
renders inexecutable the approach of naming big interventions—war, famine, climate 
change—as “treatments” assessable directly by applying the existing potential outcomes 
toolkit, as we may find that we lack a sufficient number of observations on truly compa-
rable units to make the appropriately specified range of treatment-outcome comparisons. 

9 In the potential-outcomes framework literature, the concern commonly is referred to as the problem of 
identifying and accounting for treatment levels (see, e.g., VanderWeele and Hernán 2013).
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It is, in fact, such a concern that I think is at the root of some scholars’ resistance to the 
approach.

Fundamentally, the present essay has sought to reconcile that apparent sticking point 
in the integration of the disciplinary push for causally identified quantitative analysis of 
politics with the project of American Political Development. These particular tools of 
quantitative analysis simply are that: tools that can and should be put to use in service 
to the questions we ask, rather than as tools that define what questions we ask. And 
so, we can and should continue to ask “big” questions of how states develop, impor-
tantly including how they develop the capacity for democratic governance. Using the 
potential outcomes toolkit in answering those questions, however, likely requires going 
beyond broad brushes of macro-level cause-and-effect. Multi-level theories of specific 
political developments can produce what useful and confident empirical assessment of 
causality with observational data requires: rich theories with many empirical implica-
tions to assess. For that reason, the opportunity of specificity for inferential leverage 
that is firmly—perhaps uniquely—within the purview of APD should be what we pur-
sue aggressively. The APD approach wherein historical facts and contingencies matter 
because they give depth and accuracy to our understandings of the American state also 
serves as rich territory for assessing perhaps not just multiple but a multitude of impli-
cations of political development theories. General theoretical models of political mech-
anisms of change and resistance thereto can and should be elaborated for their histori-
cally contingent implications because it enables the full value of our causal inference 
toolkit. When we may not be able to use a potential-outcomes tool with great confidence 
for the macro-level hypothesis, we may still find that our theory produces other hypoth-
eses for which such tools are employable, especially as lower-levels of our multi-level 
theories may provide more appropriately-comparable observed units—such as legisla-
tors or referendum voters rather than states.

And yet we may still find the current potential-outcomes based causal inference 
toolkit lacking. As any tool for inference, assumptions are required. Most of the tools 
invoke the Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA) in a way implying the 
absence of interference between units (no spillover of the treatment applied to one unit 
onto another) and no “hidden” treatments—treatments that vary in ways that are not 
accounted for explicitly. Those assumptions may not only be questionable in some appli-
cations, but they also may seem to preclude questions we need to answer. For example, 
some questions of politics are fundamentally about how a “treatment” spreads, or “spills 
over” across networks—perhaps of citizens or lawmakers. Thus, some researchers are 
working to develop quantitative causal inference tools that can explain interference 
rather than assume it away (e.g., Bowers et al. 2013). Fundamentally, as Franzese (2019, 
p. 16) argues, the existing potential outcomes toolkit is about “constructing out” endoge-
neity (the “outcome” driving the “treatment”) and spuriousness in order to test a causal 
relation proposition, but that construction pulls away our capacity to estimate causal 
responses “if the proposition that in the socio-politico-economic substance of analysts’ 
interests are typically heterogeneous and context-conditional is valid.” In short, Franz-
ese argues, we need to reintroduce structural econometric modeling “reflecting the the-
ory and substance of the context” in order to produce estimates of causal responses that 
actually do include spillover or feedback loops or time-dependent dynamics. A potential 
outcome of closer engagement with APD scholars working in a process-tracing tradition 
could be an even more productive developmental path for the ongoing work seeking to 
expand the capacity of the quantitative causal-inference-and-estimation toolkit.
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